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Abstract
We demonstrate how negative powers of screenings arise as a nonperturba-
tive effect within the operator approach to Liouville theory. This explains
the origin of the corresponding poles in the exact Liouville three point func-
tion proposed by Dorn/Otto and (Zamolodchikov)2 (DOZZ) and leads to a
consistent extension of the operator approach to arbitrary integer numbers
of screenings of both types. The general Liouville three point function in
this setting is computed without any analytic continuation procedure, and
found to support the DOZZ conjecture. We point out the importance of
the concept of free field expansions with adjustable monodromies - recently
advocated by Petersen, Rasmussen and Yu - in the present context, and
show that it provides a unifying interpretation for two types of previously
constructed local observables.
1 Introduction and Summary
In spite of remarkable progress in the understanding of quantum Liouville
theory, the computation of correlation functions has remained a thorny issue.
Nonrigorous analytic continuation techniques [1][2][3][4] have provided results
for genus zero and one amplitudes of minimal matter coupled to gravity which
agree with those obtained from the matrix models. The extension of these
techniques led to an expression for the general Liouville three point functions
〈eα1Φeα2Φeα3Φ〉 at arbitrary values of the central charge [5], which recently
was rediscovered in [6]. However, a rigorous derivation of these results is still
missing, and the analytic continuation method by its very nature prevents
us from obtaining a true insight into the dynamical mechanism which leads
to the complicated form of the Liouville correlation functions. The basic
difficulty one encounters is that though naively, a Coulomb gas picture for
the theory can be obtained by expanding in powers of the interaction term
- which formally is a screening operator involving the semiclassical screen-
ing charge α− - , general Liouville correlators actually require the insertion
of noninteger powers of α− screenings
1. The operator approach to Liou-
ville theory, developed in a long series of papers [7], provides a well-defined
framework within which it should be possible to address this problem. In [8],
general Liouville exponentials were constructed as infinite series in Coulomb-
gas-like vertex operators, while no attempt was made yet to determine their
correlation functions. In the present paper, we intend to make a first step
towards a first principle derivation of Liouville correlators (within the ellip-
tic sector usually considered, that is, for ”microscopic” operators [9][31]), by
considering an important special case. We will analyze the three point func-
tion in the situation where the total screening charge αs = 2α0−(α1+α2+α3)
is given by a linear combination with integer coefficients αs = s+α+ + s−α−
of the two elementary screening charges α+ and α− , and the exponent −2α
of at least one of the Liouville exponentials eαiΦ fulfills the same condition.
(The degenerate sector of Liouville theory, studied extensively in the older
works [11][14], is recovered when these integers are positive). For irrational
central charge where α+ and α− are incommensurate, these values lie dense
in the continuum. The reason for the restriction to integer screening numbers
1Another way of saying this is that the dependence of correlators on the cosmological
constant is in general nonanalytic.
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of both types can be understood within the concept of multivalued free field
expansions with arbitrary monodromy recently introduced in ref. [17] within
the context of correlators for SL(2) - Kac-Moody based theories. It provides,
at the same time, a unifying interpretation for two apparently different kinds
of local observables constructed in ref. [8]. The first type involves only the
semiclassical screening charge α− and is continously connected to the clas-
sical Liouville exponentials by a naive classical limit. On the other hand,
the DOZZ three point function is completely symmetric in α+ and α−, just
like the second kind of local observables of ref. [8], whose interpretation had
remained unclear. The explanation we will propose is that the two types of
observables are nothing but expansions with different monodromies of the
same Liouville exponentials, to be chosen according to whether the matrix
element considered involves α+ -screenings or not.
In our analysis we will distinguish two basic cases: If (at least) one of the
four conditions s± ≥ 0, s± < 0, s± ≤ −p±, or s± > −p± is fulfilled, where
p± characterize the integer-valued exponent 2α = p+α+ + p−α−, then the
DOZZ three point function has a pole; otherwise it is regular as a function
of the screening charge αs
2. Only the poles at positive s− and s+ = 0 are
expected within the naive perturbative picture as resulting from a charge
conservation δ function for the zero mode integration, while the occurrence
of poles at s− < 0 and at s+ 6= 0 is surprising. The concept of variable
monodromy expansions, together with locality and the complete symmetry
of the conformal structure under exchange of α+ and α−, provides some
explanation for the latter, but not for the appearance of poles at negative
screenings. However, we will derive that the series expansions of ref. [8] for
the Liouville exponentials, which superficially involve only positive powers of
screenings, actually simulate the effect of negative screenings when evaluated
carefully, due to the nontrivial convergence properties of the infinite series.
Indeed, using a coherent state basis (eigenstates of the screening operators)
one finds that the zero mode integration can be transformed into a contour
integral on the unit circle over the eigenvalue of the screening operator. The
residue at the origin corresponds to a naive (”perturbative”) term by term
zero mode integration of the series representing the Liouville exponential,
while the other residues represent nonperturbative effects which break the
charge conservation rules of the naive perturbative picture. This interesting
2(in the generic case when only one of the exponents 2αi is integer-valued)
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mechanism explains the appearance of poles in the DOZZ three point function
at negative values of the screening numbers, the singularity coming simply
from the infinite zero mode volume. In the present analysis, where we restrict
effectively to a discrete spectrum, the zero mode volume is treated as finite,
and we obtain the residues of the DOZZ result at the poles. The inclusion of
negative powers of screenings leads to an extension of the operator approach
as elaborated in recent works [8][13][12][14]. It is an important virtue of the
Gervais-Neveu quantization scheme that negative powers of screenings can
be formulated without the need for analytic continuation. Indeed, positive
and negative screening powers are related to the two canonically equivalent
fields introduced long ago [20]. All observables must be completely symmetric
under the exchange of the two free fields, which can be associated with a Weyl
reflection with respect to the underlying Uq(sl(2)) symmetry of the theory,
and this serves as an important guiding principle for the nonperturbative
definition of the Liouville exponentials. We will show that the three point
function is invariant under this reflection, so that highest weight states which
it relates can be consistently identified, as expected from the two to one
nature of the Ba¨cklund transformation relating the Liouville to the free field.
The resulting theory lives exactly on the poles of the DOZZ three point
function and fulfills the crossing symmetry/locality conditions. On the other
hand, in the cases where the DOZZ three point function is finite, the sum of
the residues vanishes; this is of course again a consequence of the different
treatment of the zero mode volume. However, we will point out briefly that in
fact it is possible to obtain the DOZZ result at these points as well by a formal
renormalization of the expansion coefficients of the Liouville exponentials.
The resulting “renormalized exponentials”, which are again local, turn out
to reproduce as a special case the dressing operators proposed in ref. [7] for
the coupling of minimal matter to gravity.
2 Liouville exponentials
We start by briefly recalling the results of ref. [8] that will be needed here.
Liouville fields e−Jα−Φ with arbitrary spin J and conformal weight ∆J =
−J − h
π
J(J + 1) can be written as an infinite series in Coulomb gas vertex
3
operators:
exp[−Jα−Φ(σ, τ)] =
∞∑
n=0
T (̟)
T (̟ + 2n− 2J)a
(J)
n (̟)V
(J)
−J (u)V
(J)
−J(v)S(u)
nS(v)n
(1)
Here ̟ denotes the (rescaled) free field zero mode which is real in the elliptic
sector considered here, u = τ+σ and v = τ−σ are light cone variables formed
from the usual cylinder coordinates τ and σ, and the coefficient a(J)n (̟) is
given by
a(J)n (̟) =
(
Γ(1− h/π)
2π
)2n ⌊−2J⌋n
⌊n⌋!⌊̟ + 1⌋n⌊̟ − 2J + n⌋n
with
⌊x⌋ := sin(hx)
sin(h)
, ⌊a⌋n :=
n−1∏
k=0
⌊a + k⌋ (2)
The effective Planck constant h is related to the central charge C by
h =
π
12
(C − 13−
√
(C − 25)(C − 1)) (3)
As usual, α− denotes the semiclassical screening charge, given in terms of h
by
α− =
√
2h
π
. (4)
Furthermore, the Coulomb gas vertex operators are defined as
V
(J)
−J (u) =: e
2J
√
h/2πϑ1 : (5)
where ϑ1 is a chiral free field obeying[
ϑ′1(u1), ϑ
′
1(u2)
]
= 2πi δ′(u1 − u2) (6)
(the meaning of the index 1 will become clear later on) and
S(u) = e2ih(̟+1)
∫ u
0
du′V
(−1)
1 (u
′) +
∫ 2π
u
du′V
(−1)
1 (u
′). (7)
S(u) is a dimension zero primary field, called screening operator in the sequel.
Similar formulae hold for the right-moving vertex operators. We note that
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powers of S are well-defined without renormalization3, and the same is true
for the product V
(J)
−J (u)S
n(u). The Coulomb gas operators shift the zero
mode by
V
(J)
−J ̟ = (̟ − 2J)V (J)−J
and
S̟ = (̟ + 2)S, (8)
Finally, let us turn to the factor T (̟)
T (̟+2n−2J)
. In ref. [19] it was pointed out
that the locality conditions which determine the coefficients a(J)n (̟) possess
an obvious invariance generated by the similarity transformations
exp [−Jα−Φ]→ T (̟) exp [−Jα−Φ]T−1(̟) (9)
with arbitrary (smooth) functions T (̟), which, using Eqs. (8), lead to the
first factor in Eq.(1). However, T (̟) is not truly arbitrary but strongly con-
strained by imposing invariance under the discrete remnant of the underlying
SL(2)-symmetry of the theory -see below. For reasons discussed in section
4, the expansion Eq. (1) should be used only for matrix elements of the type
〈f ′̟f | exp [−Jα−Φ]|f̟i〉, f̟ denoting an arbitrary state in the Fock module
over the ground state |̟〉, with integer values of
s := J − 1
2
(̟f −̟i) ∈ Z (10)
Eqs. (8) tell us that s is the number of screening charges (sα− = αs) needed
to connect bra and ket in the above matrix element. Naively these matrix
elements are nonzero only for nonnegative s according to Eq. (1), but actually
we will see that the formal infinite series in Eq. (1) effectively contains also
negative screenings. On the other hand, if we consider the more general
matrix elements with
s ∈ Z+ Zπ
h
(11)
with π/h = α+/α− equalling the ratio of the two screening charges, then we
should use the expansion
exp[−Jα−Φ] =
∞∑
n,n̂=0
T (̟)
T (̟ + 2mn,n̂)
a
(J)
n,n̂
(̟)V
(J)
−J S
nŜn̂V
(J)
−JS
n
Ŝ
n̂
(12)
3(Up to a certain maximal power depending on h, but the Coulomb gas operators retain
a well-defined meaning for any power by analytic continuation -see [8]).
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where mn,n̂ := −J + n+ n̂π/h and
a
(J)
n,n̂
(̟) = a(J)n (̟)â
(Ĵ)
n̂
(̟̂) ≡
(
Γ(1− h/π)
2π
)2n ⌊−2J⌋n
⌊n⌋!⌊̟ + 1⌋n⌊̟ − 2J + n⌋n
×
(
Γ(1− ĥ/π)
2π
)2n̂ ⌊ˆ − 2Ĵ ⌋ˆn̂
⌊ˆn̂⌋ˆ!⌊ˆ̟̂ + 1⌋ˆ⌊ˆ̟̂− 2Ĵ + n̂⌋ˆ (13)
Here we have put ĥ := π
2
h
, ⌊ˆx⌋ˆ := sin(̂hx)
sin(̂h)
, Ĵ := J h
π
and ̟̂ := ̟ h
π
. Likewise,
Ŝ is given by Eq. (7) with h replaced by ĥ everywhere. Eqs. (12), (13) are
manifestly symmetric in α+, α− (or h, ĥ) and so the preference of α− over
α+ on the left-hand side of Eq. (12) is purely notational. In using, different
from ref. [8], the same designation for the local observables of Eq. (1) and
Eq. (12), we anticipate the result of the discussion in section 4 which leads to
their identification. We note that here and below, we consider only the case
of zero winding number, that is, of equal values of left and right zero mode
[8]. For later convenience, we introduce another, equivalent way of writing
Eqs. (1) or (12) [8]:
exp [−Jα−Φ] =
∞∑
n=0
T (̟)
T (̟ + 2m)
gxJ,x+mg
x
J,x+mV
(J)
m V
(J)
m (14)
where m := mn,n̂ with n̂ = 0 in the case of Eq. (1), and similarly n =
n, n̂ or n = n. Furthermore, V (J)m denote normalized vertex operators with
〈̟|V (J)m |̟ + 2m〉 = 1, related to the Coulomb gas vertex operators by
V
(J)
−J S
nŜn̂ = I(J)m (̟)V
(J)
m (15)
where the normalization factors I(J)m (̟) are given in the appendix. The
coefficients gxJ,x+m with x :=
1
2
(̟−̟0) ≡ 12(̟−1−π/h) appear as coupling
constants in the fusion and braiding algebra of the chiral vertex operators
[14], [8]. Comparing Eq. (14) with Eq. (1) or Eq. (12) we have
gxJ,x+mg
x
J,x+m = a
(J)
n (̟)|I(J)m (̟)|2. (16)
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3 Nonperturbative evaluation of matrix
elements
Due to conformal invariance [24], in order to define the operators Eq. (14)
it is in principle sufficient to determine the ground state matrix element
〈̟f | exp [−Jα−Φ](τ = σ = 0)|̟i〉 (17)
with the screening number s subject to Eq. (11) but otherwise arbitrary
parameters. This matrix element is closely connected to the three point
function via the formal relations
|̟i〉 = Fi lim
τ→−∞
(zz¯)−∆J (exp [−JiΦ(−iτ, σ)])n=0|̟0〉
〈̟f | = Ff lim
τ→+∞
(zz¯)∆J 〈−̟0|(exp [−JfΦ(−iτ, σ)])n=0
Here, the subscript on the Liouville exponentials denotes the n = n̂ = 0
contribution in Eq. (14),
z := eτ+iσ, ̟0 := 1 + π/h, Jf = −1
2
(̟0 +̟f), Ji =
1
2
(̟i −̟0) (18)
and Fi, Ff are normalization factors which will be determined later. The
prescription Eq. (18) relates operators to highest weight states of the same
conformal dimension, as usual. However, in Liouville theory the operator -
state correspondence is actually a subtle issue [18][9][31], and this is related
to the problems with defining an SL(2) - invariant vacuum in the present
framework [21].4 Therefore, at present Eq. (18) should be viewed as a formal
prescription. In the degenerate case studied in the older works [24][7], where
the dimensions of the Liouville fields fall into Kac’s table and the sums in
Eq. (14) truncate, it is unnecessary to select the n = 0 contributions as all
other ones are automatically suppressed in the limit z → 0; however this is
not the case in the present extended framework where divergent terms would
appear.
In this section we will concentrate on the case where only α− screenings
are present, i.e. n̂ = 0, and s ∈ Z, so that Eq. (1) is relevant. As a first step,
4Actually, the states | ±̟0〉, 〈±̟0| do not really exist in the Hilbert space defined by
the simultaneous existence of the two free fields ϑ1 and ϑ2 [21]. However, the limits Eq.
(18) do exist if the ϑ1 representation is used; see section 4.2 for further remarks.
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let us explain why naive charge conservation cannot be used when evaluating
matrix elements of Eq. (1), in particular the ground state matrix element
(17).
3.1 Reflection invariance and broken charge conserva-
tion
One obvious observation is that the three point function relevant for the cou-
pling of minimal matter to gravity is known [2] to require a negative number
of screening operators, while Eq. (1) contains only positive screenings, and
thus a naive evaluation would give a vanishing result in this context. How-
ever, it is also possible to see purely from internal consistency considerations
that charge conservation cannot hold: Consider the general classical solution
of the Liouville equation,
exp [−ϕ] = A′−1(u)A2(u)B′−1(v)
(
1− B(v)
A(u)
)2
, (19)
where A(u) and B(v) are two arbitrary functions. In ref. [20] the important
observation was made that after gauge-fixing the projectively acting SL(2)
symmetry of Eq. (19),
A→ aA + b
cA + d
, B → aB + b
cB + d
(20)
by demanding that A and B have diagonal monodromy (i.e. that they be
periodic up to a multiplicative constant, leading to periodic free fields), there
remains the discrete symmetry5 A→ −1/A, B → −1/B, which leads to the
existence of two equivalent free fields ϑ1, ϑ2 instead of just one. It was shown
in [20] that this symmetry extends to the quantum level, and that there is
a quantum canonical transformation relating ϑ1 and ϑ2. Now certainly all
observables of the theory (i.e. all functionals of the Liouville field) must be
invariant under the exchange
ϑ1 ↔ ϑ2, (21)
5For general Toda theories, this becomes the symmetry of the theory under the Weyl
group for the corresponding Lie algebra [22][23].
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as this exchange just represents a particular SL(2) transformation. We will
call it reflection symmetry in the following. Due to the relation
˜̟ = −̟ (22)
between the zero modes of ̟1 and ̟2, the vertex operators V˜
(J)
−J S˜
nV˜
(J)
−J S˜
n
formed using ϑ2 have zero mode shifts exactly opposite to those formed from
ϑ1
6:
[̟, V˜
(J)
−J S˜
nV˜
(J)
−J S˜
n
] = +2mV˜
(J)
−J S˜
nV˜
(J)
−J S˜
n
(23)
Now as formally the zero mode shifts in Eq. (1) are given by ∆̟ ≡ −2m =
2J, 2J − 1, 2J − 2, ....., (similarly for Eq. (12)) we see that for generic J ,
there is no overlap at all between the shifts predicted using the two repre-
sentations! Thus we conclude that charge conservation must be broken. The
only exception is the case when 2J is positive integer7, where the sum in Eq.
(1) truncates at n = 2J and the two sets of shifts indeed coincide. For this
particular case, the requirement of reflection invariance Eq. (21) was shown
in ref. [8] to largely fix the function T (̟) in Eqs. (1), (12):8
T (̟) =
Γ(1−̟h/π)⌊̟⌋
Γ(1 +̟)
(24)
with the freedom of replacing T (̟)→ T (̟)T1(̟), where
T1(̟)T1(−̟ − 2(n− J))
T1(̟ + 2(n− J))T1(−̟) = 1 (25)
for any allowed value of n and 2J . We will use Eq. (24) as an ansatz also
for general 2J . 9
6We warn the reader familiar with the previous papers that the V˜ operators here are
different from those of [14] or [8]. There should be no confusion as the latter do not appear
in the present paper.
7This is of course the case where the Liouville exponentials are in Kac’s table, corre-
sponding to the well-understood degenerate sector of Liouville theory [11][14].
8Compared to ref. [8], we have replaced a factor
√
⌊̟⌋ by ⌊̟⌋, making use of the
freedom Eq. (25) below.
9 Actually, T (̟) should be independent of J in order to really drop out of the locality
analysis.
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Returning to the general case, how does the theory manage to break
charge conservation? The answer is that the infinite expansions Eq. (1) and
Eq. (12) have rather subtle convergence properties (as was remarked already
in ref. [8]), and must be resummed and regularized in an appropriate way
to become truly well-defined. In particular, within matrix elements of the
Liouville exponentials it is not allowed to permute the order of zero mode
integration and sum over n or n, n̂, which would lead to the naive charge
conservation rules. For better readability, let us first sketch the main idea
and then give a more exact technical derivation.
3.2 Resummation and screening eigenstates
The basic idea in order to render matrix elements of Eq. (1) well-defined is
to insert a particular complete set of intermediate states, and then to carry
out the sum over n before the factorization sum. This complete set will then
have to be chosen such that the n sum can be carried out explicitly; now since
Eq. (1) is an expansion in powers of screenings, it is natural to consider a
basis composed of eigenstates of the latter. Thus we are lead to replace the
matrix element (17) by
〈̟f | exp [−Jα−Φ]|̟i〉 →
∑
f
∫
dy〈̟f | exp [−Jα−Φ]|y; f〉〈y; f |̟i〉,
(26)
where |y; f〉 denotes an eigenstate of the screening operator SS(τ = σ = 0) ≡
SS, with eigenvalue parametrized by y and f a quantum number describing a
basis of the corresponding eigenspace, and
∑
f
∫
dy|y; f〉〈y; f | = 1. For fixed
y, every term of the n - sum in Eq. (1) contributes and the result will be
given in terms of a q - hypergeometric function at |q| = 1. The latter is well
defined in the case where 2J is integer - this is the origin of the restriction on
one of the spins10 mentioned in the introduction - and can then be integrated
over y to give an exact closed form expression for the matrix element (17).
It is invariant under the reflection symmetry mentioned above.
To make the above statements precise, let us first define eigenstates of
10 Due to the symmetry of the three point function under permutation of the legs, our
result will be valid also when one of the spins 2Jf , 2Ji corresponding to ̟f and ̟i, rather
than 2J , is integer.
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SS by
|y; f̟1〉 :=
∞∑
n=−∞
e−iyn(S0S0)
n|f̟1〉 (27)
In Eq. (27), S0, S0 denote normalized screening charges with the property
(S0S0)
† = (S0S0)
−1, (28)
Here eiy with y ∈ [0, 2π] is the eigenvalue, and f̟1 denotes an arbitrary
Fock state over the ground state |̟1〉. The value of ̟1 will be fixed (up
to integers) by the matrix element (17) under consideration. Of course the
unitarity property of S0S0 is needed for the eigenvalues e
iy to be pure phases
and hence for the sum in Eq. (27) to make sense. The latter is completely
analogous to the formation of position eigenstates by a linear superposition
of plane waves -the standard Fourier representation
∑∞
n=−∞ e
2πin(x−x0) of the
(periodic) position space δ function. The normalized screening operator S0S0
is related to SS by
S0S0 =
1
(2πΓ(1 + h
π
))2
h(̟ + 1)
sin h(̟ + 1)
Γ(1−̟h
π
)Γ(1 + (̟ + 2)
h
π
)SS (29)
To check that Eq. (28) is fulfilled with this definition, one first observes that
due to the hermiticity properties of the two free fields in the elliptic sector,
ϑ†1 = ϑ2 [20], one has
(SS)† = S˜S˜ (30)
Thus if we write
S0S0 = N1(̟)SS, (31)
the unitarity requirement for S0S0 becomes
1
|N1(̟)|2 = SS˜SS˜ (32)
Now one has to compute SS˜SS˜. Since S˜ has a zero mode shift opposite of
S, we can identify it as a negative screening operator. Due to the reflection
symmetry Eq. (21), positive and negative screenings must enter into the
theory on exactly the same footing, and the latter, according to the above,
possess a rigorous definition within the Gervais-Neveu quantization scheme
11
without the need for any analytic continuation. The product SS˜, which can
be shown to exist without renormalization11, is a dimension zero operator
with vanishing zero mode shift. As these two data characterize a primary
field in the free field Hilbert space up to an ̟-dependent normalization [24],
we conclude that
SS˜ = K1(̟)1 (33)
and thus Eq. (32) makes sense. As classically S(u) ∼ A(u) [13], the classical
limit of Eq. (33) is simply the statement A ·(−1/A) = −1. The factor K1(̟)
is now easily computed from the associativity of the operator product, applied
to the expression V
( 1
2
)
− 1
2
(σ)S(σ)S˜(σ). According to Eq. (15) we have
V
( 1
2
)
− 1
2
S = I
( 1
2
)
1
2
(̟)V
( 1
2
)
+ 1
2
= I
( 1
2
)
1
2
(̟)V˜
( 1
2
)
− 1
2
(34)
where the last equality follows again from Eq. (23). Now V˜
( 1
2
)
− 1
2
S˜ =˜
I
( 1
2
)
1
2
(̟)V˜
( 1
2
)
1
2
and thus, using Eq. (22),
V
( 1
2
)
− 1
2
(σ)S(σ)S˜(σ) = I
( 1
2
)
1
2
(̟)I
( 1
2
)
1
2
(−̟)V (
1
2
)
− 1
2
(σ) (35)
from which we obtain immediately
K1(̟) = I
( 1
2
)
1
2
(̟ + 1)I
( 1
2
)
1
2
(−̟ − 1) (36)
Explicit computation now shows that 1/K1(̟) agrees with N1(̟) given by
Eqs. (31),(29) and therefore Eq. (32) is fulfilled. It is immediate to generalize
to SnS˜n = Kn(̟)1 ≡ N−1n (̟)1 and we get
(S0S0)
n = Nn(̟)(SS)
n, Nn(̟) =
n∏
l=1
N1(̟ + 2(l − 1)) (37)
Nn(̟) can be connected with the normalizations I
(J)
m (̟): Since we have the
relations
S˜n = I(0)n (−̟)V (0)−n
11This can be understood as a consequence of the fact that the singular part of
ϑ1(u)ϑ2(u
′) is the same as that of ϑ1(u)ϑ1(u
′) [20].
12
S−n = I
(0)
−n(̟)V
(0)
−n (38)
we can also write
Nn(̟) =
I
(0)
−n(−̟)
I
(0)
n (̟)
(39)
Comparing with Eq. (37), it is then checked immediately that I
(0)
−n(̟) is given
by the standard analytic continuation prescription
∏−n
l=1 f(l) := 1/
∏n
l=1 f(l−
n) ; more generally one can show that the same is true for I(J)m with n =
J +m < 0.
From the states |y; f̟1〉 we can now form the projector onto a fixed eigen-
value eiy,
Py :=
1
2π
∑
f̟1
|y; f̟1〉〈y; f̟1| (40)
where the sum goes over all Fock states over the ground state |̟1〉. The most
important property of Py is the explicit presence of negative screenings, which
will turn out not to decouple in the three point function when Py is inserted
according to Eq. (26).
A remark about normalization is in order here. Since we consider only
zero mode momenta which differ from some given starting value ̟i by inte-
gers12, we adopt the scalar product
〈̟′|̟〉 = δ̟,̟′ (41)
appropriate for discrete spectra. With this convention, we have, if̟1 is taken
to agree with ̟i modulo an even integer,
∫ 2π
0 dyPy = 1 in the space ∪l∈ZVl,
the union of all Verma modules Vl over the ground states ̟i + 2l, with l an
arbitrary integer. The projector Py thus works fine for the truncated theory
living on a discrete spectrum over some arbitrary starting value ̟i. On the
other hand, the full Liouville theory has a continous spectrum and hence
the zero mode volume is infinite. Thus in order to compare with the DOZZ
result at the particular integer points where it is possible, we will have to
renormalize our three point function by the infinite volume of the zero mode
integration; we will return to this point later.
12(when 2J is integer, see below)
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3.3 The three point function
We are now in a position to write an explicit expression for the three-point
matrix element (17) for the case where α+ screenings are absent. Inserting
the projector Py according to (26), we have
Py|̟i〉 = 1
2π
∞∑
l=−∞
eiy(
̟1−̟i
2
−l)(S0S0)
l−
̟1−̟i
2 |̟i〉 (42)
whence
〈̟f | exp [−Jα−Φ](τ = σ = 0)Py|̟i〉 =
∞∑
n=0
T (̟f)
T (̟f + 2n− 2J)
× a(J)n (̟f)eiy(n−s)〈̟f |V (J)−J SnS0s−nV (J)−JSnS0s−n|̟i〉. (43)
where s = J − 1
2
(̟f −̟i) is the screening number of Eq. (10) and we have
used Eq. (8) and Eq. (41) to reduce the l sum from Eq. (42) to a single
term. Writing (S0S0)
n = Nn(̟)(SS)
n as in the previous subsection, the
matrix element of the Coulomb gas vertex operators is just
〈̟f |V (J)−J SnS0s−nV (J)−JSnS0s−n|̟i〉 = Ns−n(̟f + 2n− 2J)|I(J)s−J(̟f)|2 (44)
according to Eq. (15). Evaluating a(J)n (̟f)Ns−n(̟f + 2n − 2J) explicitly,
we thus obtain
〈̟f | exp [−Jα−Φ]Py|̟i〉 = |I(J)s−J(̟f)|2
(
Γ(1− h/π)
2π
)2s
e−isy
×
∞∑
n=0
T (̟f)
T (̟f + 2n− 2J)
Γ(̟ih/π)
Γ[(̟f + 2n− 2J)h/π)](̟i + 1)n+2s
× (−1)n
(
2J
n
)
q
⌊̟i⌋n+2s
⌊̟f + 1⌋n e
iny (45)
Here
(
2J
n
)
q
≡ ⌊2J⌋!
⌊2J−n⌋!⌊n⌋!
denotes a q-binomial, defined for negative integer
2J = −p by
(
2J
n
)
q
=
∏n−1
i=0
⌊−p−i⌋
⌊n⌋!
. Pochhammer symbols (a)n for negative n
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are given by (a)n = (−1)n/(1 − a)−n, and likewise for their q - equivalents.
Eq. (45) may be rewritten
〈̟f | exp [−Jα−Φ]Py|̟i〉 = T (̟f)
T (̟f − 2J)Ns(̟f − 2J)|I
(J)
1
2
(̟i−̟f )
(̟f)|2
× e−iysF (q)(−2J,̟f − 2J ;̟f + 1; z) (46)
with z := eiy. Here, F (q)(a, b; c; z) :=
∑∞
n=0
⌊a⌋n⌊b⌋n
⌊c⌋n⌊n⌋!
is the q-hypergeometric
function [25], with ⌊a⌋n := ⌊a⌋ . . . ⌊a + n− 1⌋. Now F (q)(a, b; c; z) is a priori
well-defined only for |q| < 1 and |z| < 1, while here |q| = |z| = 1. However,
in the special case
2J ∈ Z (47)
the situation is different. If 2J is a nonnegative integer, the hypergeometric
function reduces to a finite sum, corresponding to the fact that in this case,
the sum in Eq. (1) truncates at n = 2J . We then recover the Liouville
exponentials for the degenerate (Kac’s table) subsector . Though this case
is trivial from the present point of view, as no resummation is necessary, we
list it for completeness:
〈exp [−Jfα−Φ] exp [−Jα−Φ] exp [−Jiα−Φ]〉(J≥0) =
g
xf
J,xf+m
g¯
xf
J,xf+m
T (−̟0)
T (̟0)
(48)
Of course this result could have been read off directly from Eq. (1) using
naive charge conservation rules. We now turn to the interesting case
2J = −p (49)
with p a positive integer. In this case as well, the hypergeometric function
extends to |q| = 1 and |z| = 1 (in fact to arbitrary q and z) via the transfor-
mation formula [25]
F (q)(p, p+̟f ; 1 +̟f ; z) =
1
(qp−1 − q1−pz)(qp−3 − q3−pz) . . . (q1−p − qp−1z)
× F (q)(1− p, 1 +̟f − p; 1 +̟f ; z) (50)
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where the hypergeometric function on the right-hand side is again a finite
sum. For the matrix element Eq. (46), the reflection symmetry Eq. (21),
which takes V
(J)
−J S
nV
(J)
−JS
n → V˜ (J)−J S˜nV˜
(J)
−J S˜
n
, ̟ → −̟, is readily trans-
lated into the condition that the right-hand side of Eq. (45) must be invari-
ant under ̟f,i → −̟f,i, y → −y. (Notice we demand reflection invariance
of the exponential in the middle separately, and not only of the matrix ele-
ment as a whole, which would be a triviality). It is now easy to check that
reflection invariance indeed holds for any integer 2J with the expression Eq.
(24), at any nonsingular point z. To arrive at the three point matrix element
Eq. (17), it remains to perform the y - integration. Eq. (50) exhibits first
order poles at
zj = q
2p−2−2j , j = 0, . . . 2(p− 1) (51)
for which we need a prescription. There are three natural possibilities, y →
y± iǫ and taking the Cauchy principal value, and we will discuss all of them.
In all cases, the integral over y or z reduces to a sum over residues, and we
have
〈̟f | exp [−Jα−Φ]|̟i〉 = |I(J)1
2
(̟i−̟f )
(̟f)|2K1(̟f)K2(̟i)(R0 +R1) (52)
Here,
R1 = δ
(q − q−1)−2(p−1)
⌊2p− 2⌋! q
(1−p)(2p−3)
2p−2∑
j=0
q(2s+2)(1−p+j)+j(2p−3)
× (−1)j+1
(
2p− 2
j
)
q
F (q)(1− p, 1 +̟f − p; 1 +̟f ; q2p−2j−2) (53)
is the sum of the residues at |z| = 1, with the factor δ equal to 1
2
for the
Cauchy principal value prescription, 0 for y → y + iǫ, and 1 for y → y − iǫ.
Furthermore, R0 is the contribution from the residue at z = 0, i.e. the trivial
charge-conserving term which appears only for s ≥ 0. It takes the simple
form
R0 =
⌊p⌋s⌊̟f + s+ 1⌋p−1
⌊s⌋!⌊1 +̟f⌋p−1 . (54)
Of course it could have been obtained also directly from Eq. (1), using naive
charge conservation rules.
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R1 can be largely simplified. Indeed, one easily derives the identity
2p−2∑
j=0
q−j(2n−2s−2p+1)(−1)j
(
2p− 2
j
)
q
= q(1−p)(2n−2s−2p+1)(q − q−1)2p−2
× ⌊n− s− 1⌋!⌊n− s− 2p+ 1⌋! (55)
where s = J − 1
2
(̟f −̟i) as above. Thus we have
R1 = −δ
(−s− 1
2p− 2
)
q
3F
(q)
2 (1− p, 1+̟f − p,−s; 1+̟f ,−s− 2p+2; 1) (56)
Here and below, we define expressions which are ill-defined for integer values
of s by replacing s → s + ǫ and taking the limit ǫ → 0. 13 Eq. (56) can be
reduced to a simple product of q - factorials again [26], viz.
R1 = −δ ⌊1 + s⌋p−1⌊̟f + s+ 1⌋p−1⌊p− 1⌋!⌊1 +̟f⌋p−1 . (57)
Comparing with Eq. (54), we see that the only difference to R0 is the replace-
ment of the binomial coefficient ⌊−2J⌋s/⌊s⌋! from the expansion Eq. (1) by
−⌊1 + s⌋−2J−1/⌊−2J − 1⌋!, which can be viewed as an analytic continuation
of the former. For s ≥ 0, we have
δ · R0 = −R1 (58)
One can now check whether reflection invariance holds true for our result
Eq. (52). In general, for the matrix element (17), reflection invariance is
equivalent to the replacement
̟f → −̟f , ̟i → −̟i. (59)
We first observe that for the Cauchy principal value prescription δ = 1
2
, re-
flection invariance is indeed fulfilled, though in a rather peculiar way: Under
the transformation (59), the contribution from R1 behaves antisymmetrically,
13We introduce this convention just to avoid clumsy notation; there is no actual ambi-
guity in the calculation.
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while the one from R0 simply disappears when we go from positive s to neg-
ative s˜ = −p− s (cf. Eq. (10)). We can express the result very concisely in
terms of the coupling constants gxJ,x+mg
x
J,x+m of Eq. (14). Indeed, we have
〈̟f | exp [−Jα−Φ]|̟i〉 = 1
2
· gxfJ,xf+mg¯
xf
J,xf+m
T (̟f)
T (̟i)
(60)
Eq. (60) needs some explanation in the case n = J + m = s < 0, as the
coupling constants corresponding to negative screenings were not derived in
refs. [14],[8]. However, using the associativity of the operator product, they
can be deduced from the couplings with s ≥ 0 [27]; this will be worked out
in detail elsewhere. We need here only the result that in the case s < 0,
the coupling constants are still given by Eq. (16), with a(J)n and I
(J)
m (̟)
continued to negative n = J +m as explained below Eq. (39), except that
⌊−2J⌋n
⌊n⌋!
in Eq. (2) is replaced by − ⌊1+n⌋p−1
⌊p−1⌋!
. Invoking conformal invariance
[24], we can promote the result Eq. (60) for the ground state matrix element
to an operator equation giving an ”effective” representation for the Liouville
exponentials Eq. (1):
exp [−Jα−Φ]eff =
∞∑
n=−∞
T (̟)
T (̟ + 2m)
1
2
gxJ,x+mg
x
J,x+mV
(J)
m V
(J)
m (61)
for 2J = −p < 0. By definition, Eq. (61) is to be evaluated using naive
charge conservation, in contrast to Eq. (1). It is Eq. (61) which should
be viewed as the true chiral decomposition of the Liouville exponentials.
Intriguingly, Eq. (61) can be reexpressed in terms of the original expansion
Eq. (1) as follows:
exp [−Jα−Φ]eff =
1
2
(
∞∑
n=0
T (̟)
T (̟ + 2m)
gxJ,x+mg
x
J,x+mV
(J)
m V
(J)
m +
∞∑
n˜=0
T (˜̟)
T (˜̟+ 2m˜)gx˜J,x˜+m˜gx˜J,x˜+m˜V˜ (J)m˜ V˜ (J)m˜
 (62)
where ˜̟ = −̟, ̟0 + 2x˜ = −̟, and the V˜ fields are formed from the free
field ϑ2 as in Eq. (23). To show this, let us first observe that the sum over
negative n in Eq. (61) effectively starts only at n ≤ 2J as the coefficients
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gxJ1,x+m1g
x
J1,x+m1
vanish for 2J1+1 ≤ n1 ≤ −1. Now the reflection symmetry
discussed above tells us that
T (̟)
T (̟ + 2m1)
gxJ1,x+m1g
x
J1,x+m1
=
T (−̟)
T (−̟ − 2m1)g
x˜
J1,x˜−m1
gx˜J1,x˜−m1 (63)
The shift −m1 = m˜1 corresponds to n˜1 = J1 − m1 = 2J1 − n1 ≥ 0 and
so we recover the coefficients of the n1 ≥ 0 part, evaluated at −̟ = ˜̟.
Furthermore, we have V (J1m1 = V˜
(J1)
−m1 and so indeed the n < 0 summation
in Eq. (61) has the same form as the n ≥ 0 part with ϑ1 replaced by ϑ2.
Thus, the whole effect of the complicated analysis above is to symmetrize
Eq. (1) in terms of the ϑ1 and ϑ2 representations!
14 Of course, this apparent
simplicity is somewhat deceiving as the relation between the two free fields
is very complicated, and it is by no means trivial to obtain higher point
correlation functions from Eq. (61) or Eq. (62).
Let us now turn to the second possibility for treating the residues. The
iǫ - prescription is consistent with reflection invariance only if we employ the
s-dependent prescription y → y + iǫ sgns, with sgns := 1 for s ≥ 0, and −1
otherwise. In this case, there is a residue contribution only for s < 0 and one
obtains
〈̟f | exp [−Jα−Φ]|̟i〉 =
1 · gxfJ,xf+mg¯
xf
J,xf+m
T (̟f)
T (̟i)
(64)
and similarly in place of Eq. (61). Thus the two choices differ only by an
overall normalization factor. Within the discrete spectrum/finite zero mode
volume theory considered here, the proper normalization can be determined
by looking at the operator product expansion of two Liouville exponentials.
This will be done in the next paragraph, and one finds that the choice Eq.
(60) is preferred over Eq. (64).
Eq. (61) holds for 2J < 0; in the case 2J ≥ 0 where the sum in Eq. (1) is
finite and we have only charge-conserving terms, the effective representation
of course coincides with Eq. (1) itself, or Eq. (14). We can unify both cases
through the formula Eq. (62), which trivially holds also when 2J ≥ 0 (cf.
section 3.1).
14The picture will however be a little bit more complicated in the two screening case to
be discussed below.
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We can now write down the full three point function, making use of
the identification Eq. (18). For this we still need the normalization factors
Fi, Ff in Eq. (18), which are easily determined from Eqs. (2), (24) and
limτ→−∞(zz¯)
−∆JV
(J)
−J V
(J)
−J(σ,−iτ)|̟0〉 = 1|̟J〉, with ̟J = ̟0 + 2J ≡ 1 +
π/h + 2J , and similarly for the left external state. For integer 2Ji, 2Jf we
have the simple relations
Fi = ǫi
T (̟i)
T (̟0)
Ff = ǫf
T (−̟0)
T (̟f)
(65)
with ǫi,f = 1 for 2Ji,f ≥ 0, and ǫi,f = 12 otherwise, according to Eq. (61).
We would like to stress here that there is no restriction on ̟i, ̟f in Eq.
(60) other than Eq. (10), so that up to this point, ̟f , ̟i can take continous
values. It is only when we try to represent the states |̟i,f〉 in terms of
Liouville exponentials that we have to respect the constraint Eq. (47) arising
in our quantum treatment of the latter. Combining Eqs. (65), (18) and (60),
we obtain
〈exp [−Jfα−Φ] exp [−Jα−Φ] exp [−Jiα−Φ]〉 = ǫiǫf ǫJ T (−̟0)
T (̟0)
gxJ,x+mg
x
J,x+m
(66)
We have not yet discussed the dependence on the cosmological constant;
likewise, we did not fix the overall c - number normalization freedom
exp [−Jα−Φ]→ cJ exp [−Jα−Φ] (67)
which is left over by the locality analysis. In refs. [28],[8] it was observed that
the ambiguity (67) can be fixed by imposing the leading order multiplicativity
property exp [−Jα−Φ] exp [−J ′α−Φ] ∼ exp [−(J + J ′)α−Φ] and the quantum
equations of motion to be cJ = c
J , with
c =
π sin h
8h2
Γ2(1 + h/π) (68)
Reinstating the cosmological constant provides another factor (µ2)J , so that
the correctly normalized three point function finally becomes
〈exp [−Jfα−Φ] exp [−Jα−Φ] exp [−Jiα−Φ]〉µ2 =
20
(µ2
π sin h
8h2
Γ2(1 + h/π))J+Ji+Jf+̟0〈exp [−Jfα−Φ] exp [−Jα−Φ] exp [−Jiα−Φ]〉
(69)
where we have added a contribution ̟0 to the exponent to account for the
contribution of the background charge to the cosmological constant depen-
dence [29].
3.4 Operator product with a degenerate field
Due to the infinite sum in Eq. (61), the operator product of two general ex-
ponentials is rather delicate. In the present analysis, we will restrict ourselves
to the case where one of them is degenerate, which in the single screening
case means 2J nonnegative integer. Then the operator product with an ar-
bitrary conformal field is controlled by the null vector decoupling equations
[24][7] and the situation is much clearer. Consider therefore
exp [−J1α−Φ]eff(τ, σ) exp [−J2α−Φ](τ ′, σ′)
with 2J1 = −p < 0 and 2J2 ≥ 0. We take e−J1α−Φeff to be given by Eq. (62),
except that the factor 1
2
is replaced by a general normalization δJ1 to be
determined (cf. the remark below Eq. (64)), i.e. e
−J1α−Φ
eff = δJ1(e
−J1α−Φ
ϑ1
+
e
−J1α−Φ
ϑ2
). For the above operator product, the triangular inequalities [14]
− |J1 − J2| ≤ J12 ≤ J1 + J2 (70)
are valid , and so only a finite number of Liouville exponentials e−J12α−Φ will
appear on the right hand side. As a side remark, we note that the leading
short-distance singularity in the product is given by J12 = J1+J2 as expected
if and only if
J1 − J2 ≥ −̟0 (71)
For J2 = −J1, this becomes the Seiberg bound [9] for J1! We leave the
significance of this observation to further study. Let us now first consider
the contribution to e
−J1α−Φ
eff from the ϑ1 - representation. For this part, the
fusion was already written in ref. [8] (within the coordinates of the sphere)15:
exp [−J1α−Φ]ϑ1(z1, z¯1) exp [−J2α−Φ](z2, z¯2) =
15 We suppress the usual short-distance factor.
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∑
J12
∑
{ν},{ν¯}
exp [−J12α−Φ{ν},{ν¯}]ϑ1(z2, z¯2)×
<̟J12; {ν}, {ν¯}| exp [−J1α−Φ]ϑ1(z1 − z2, z¯1 − z¯2)|̟J2> . (72)
Here, {ν}, {ν¯} denote arbitrary descendants, and ̟J = ̟0 + 2J . Eq. (72),
which was derived from the chiral fusion algebra, is a priori valid only on a
formal level as the Liouville exponentials were treated as formal power series
in screening charges in ref. [8]. Indeed, for general J1, J2 there is no trun-
cation condition cutting off large negative J12 so that infinite short-distance
singularities would arise in Eq. (72). However, if at least one of the exponen-
tials is degenerate so that the inequalities (70) hold this problem is absent
and Eq. (72) is valid as a consequence of the null vector decoupling equa-
tions. Let us now turn to the ϑ2 - contribution. The Liouville exponentials
with 2J ≥ 0 are already manifestly reflection invariant [8] (the replacement
ϑ1 → ϑ2 amounts only to a renumbering of terms), and so we can trivially
substitute ϑ2 for ϑ1 in e
−J2α−Φ. Then of course Eq. (72) is again valid for the
operator product, with the obvious replacements, and the two contributions
add up to form a symmetrized outgoing exponential in the form Eq. (62)
again16 so that we get
exp [−J1α−Φ]eff(z1, z¯1) exp [−J2α−Φ](z2, z¯2) =
ρJ12
∑
J12
∑
{ν},{ν¯}
exp [−J12α−Φ{ν},{ν¯}] eff(z2, z¯2)×
<̟J12; {ν}, {ν¯}| exp [−J1α−Φ]ϑ1(z1 − z2, z¯1 − z¯2)|̟J2> . (73)
with ρJ12 = 2δJ1 for J12 ≥ 0 where the Liouville exponentials are known to
have unit normalization, and ρJ12 = δJ1/δJ12 for J12 < 0. Let us consider the
case J2 = −J1 = −J now. To leading order, we expect the relation
exp [−Jα−Φ](τ, σ) exp [+Jα−Φ](τ ′, σ′) ∼ 1 (74)
On the other hand, Eq. (72) gives
exp [−Jα−Φ](τ, σ) exp [+Jα−Φ](τ ′, σ′) ∼ 2δJ1 (75)
16The exchange ϑ1 ↔ ϑ2 in the matrix element on the right hand side of Eq. (72)
amounts only to a trivial renaming of variables.
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and so we conclude that δJ =
1
2
as in Eqs. (61) and (62), and ρJ12 = 1 in all
cases.
We close this section with a few remarks on locality. The locality prop-
erties of the Liouville exponentials in the form Eq. (1) or Eq. (12) were
analyzed in great detail in ref. [8]. However, one may wonder whether this
analysis is affected by the new nonperturbative contributions derived above
for J < 0. We have seen that in the region s = n ≥ 0, the only effect of
the residue contribution is a renormalization of the coefficients in Eq. (1) by
a factor 1
2
. On the other hand, the positive and negative powers of screen-
ings remain of the same type under braiding [27] and so the mutual locality
of the positive screening parts of the exponentials as analyzed in ref. [8] is
certainly a necessary condition for locality. Reflection invariance then guar-
antees that also the negative screening contributions are mutually local. On
the other hand, one still has to check the relative locality of positive and neg-
ative screening contributions; this will be shown elsewhere within a detailed
analysis of the fusion and braiding symbols for negative screenings. At this
point, we would like to make contact with ref. [16], where recursion rela-
tions for the Liouville three point function are derived by exploiting crossing
symmetry for a four point function with one degenerate (spin 1
2
) exponen-
tial. As explained in ref. [15], these are just the same recursion relations as
those fulfilled by the coupling constants gxJ,x+mg
x
J,x+m of the chiral operator
product algebra (for the latter, they were derived in ref. [14])17. In fact the
crossing symmetry conditions as analyzed in [16] are equivalent to demand-
ing that [e−
1
2
α±Φ(τ, σ), e−Jα−Φ(τ, σ′)] = 0, that is, locality between the spin 1
2
exponential with both screening types and any other one with arbitrary spin
J . As this problem is completely controlled by the null vector decoupling
equations obeyed by e−
1
2
α±Φ [24], for this particular situation one automat-
ically obtains the exact nonperturbative locality conditions. Remarkably,
these conditions, although they pertain only to a very particular case, are
stringent enough to determine the most general three point couplings under
the assumption that the latter are continous in the spins; this is because the
set of shifts ∆J = n+ n̂α+
α−
lies dense in the real numbers provided α+, α− are
incommensurate, which is the case for generic values of the central charge.
However in the truncated theory considered here, where only integer 2J and
17(within the special context of positive half-integer spins, but they can be immediately
extended - see ref. [15]).
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s are admitted, this argument works only within the separate regions 2J ≥ 0
and 2J < 0, or s > 0 and s ≤ 0, as the ratio of the coefficients at the
boundary is either zero or ill-defined. As the same functional form of the
coefficients governs both regions 2J ≥ 0 (where locality is known to hold as
a consequence of the null vector decoupling equations [24][7]), and 2J < 0,
it is not surprising that the above crossing symmetry recursion relations are
indeed fulfilled also by the coefficients in Eq. (61) in the region 2J < 0; a
more detailed exposition of this point can be found in ref. [15].
4 The principle of monodromy invariance
and the extension to the two screening case
To explain the basic idea, let us first consider the classical theory. Eq. (19)
gives for general Liouville exponentials
exp [−Jϕ] = (AA′− 12B′− 12 )2J(1− B
A
)2J =
(AA′−
1
2B′−
1
2 )2J
∞∑
n=0
(
2J
n
)
(−1)n
(
B
A
)n
. (76)
B/A is just the classical version of the screening operator SS while
(AA′−
1
2B′−
1
2 )2J corresponds to V
(J)
−J V
(J)
−J , and Eq. (1) is the quantum ver-
sion of of Eq. (76). In the elliptic sector, one has [20]
∣∣∣B
A
∣∣∣ ≡ 1. There is a
slight subtlety in the passage from Eq. (19) to Eq. (76) which turns out to
have important consequences. Namely, Eq. (19) is single-valued (as it must
be, since the classical Liouville field is real), while Eq. (76) is not18. Indeed,
if A and B are reexpressed in terms of chiral free fields [20][21], the depen-
dence on the classical free field zero mode q0 becomes AA
′−
1
2B′−
1
2 ∼ e−iq0
and B
A
∼ e2iq0 . Then under a rotation q0 → q0 + 2π around the unit cir-
cle, Eq. (76) picks up a factor e2πiJ (the binomial series is periodic term
by term), while Eq. (19), and any power of it, is invariant. Consequently,
when performing the zero mode integration in the quantum case within the
evaluation of some matrix element, we are not entitled to use the expansion
18This was already noted in ref. [8] in the context of the periodicity properties of the
Liouville exponentials.
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Eq. (1) throughout the full range q0 ∈ (−∞,+∞), but only in some interval
of length 2π. A remedy exactly appropriate for this problem was proposed in
ref. [17] within the context of the calculation of conformal blocks for theories
based on SL(2) Kac-Moody current algebra. For pedagogical purposes, let
us consider instead of Eq. (76) the simplified toy version
fJ(z) := z
−J (1− z)2J (77)
with |z| = 1. The nontrivial monodromy of fJ(z) around the origin cap-
tures the essence of the non-singlevaluedness properties of Eq. (76) or
Eq. (1). A three point correlator would then be modeled by the product
fJ1(z)fJ2(z)fJ3(z). It was observed in [17] that on the unit circle, there is an
infinity of equivalent representations of fJ(z),
f
(γ)
J (z) = z
J
∞∑
n=−∞
(
2J
n+ γ
)
zn+γ(−1)neiπγ (78)
with γ arbitrary real, which can be taken to be real and to agree with fJ(z)
within some fundamental interval for arg z (say arg z ∈ (−π, π)), while dif-
fering from fJ(z) by their monodromy around z = 0. But then, if in a
“three point function” f
(γf )
Jf
(z)f
(γ)
J (z)f
(γi)
Ji
(z) we choose γi, γ, γf such that
γf − Jf + γ − J + γi − Ji is integer, the total monodromy vanishes and the
non-singlevaluedness problem goes away. This means that the expansion of
the observables has to be chosen according to the correlator resp. matrix ele-
ment under consideration. In the true quantum theory we would consider the
expression 〈exp [−Jfα−Φ] exp [−Jα−Φ] exp [−Jiα−Φ]〉, or equivalently, (17),
where the monodromy properties of the two ”external” primaries have been
encoded in the corresponding states according to Eq. (18) through the values
of ̟f , ̟i. Using the expansion Eq. (1) for the exponentials corresponds to
the case γf = γ = γi = 0 above. Indeed, from Eq. (1) we infer that the total
dependence on the quantum zero mode q0 - rescaled by a factor α− with
respect to the classical one [8] - is exp [q0α−(Jf + J + Ji +̟0 + r)], where
r is an integer, and the term ̟0 counts the difference in the momenta of
the left and right vacuum, which is given by the background charge. Thus,
monodromy invariance requires Jf + J + Ji + ̟0 = 0 modulo integers, or
1
2
(̟f−̟i)−J integer. In order to obtain more general three point functions,
we should introduce expansions for the Liouville exponentials with nontriv-
ial γ. However, according to Eq. (18), the monodromy parameters of the
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exterior states in the matrix element (17) are always fixed to be γi = γf = 0.
This is not a problem, as the full ”monodromy deficit” can be absorbed by
γ. Now general γ - expansions of the quantum version of
(
1− B
A
)2J
will
involve arbitrary real powers (SS)n+γ of screenings - defined by taking their
zero mode shifts to be ∆̟ = −2(n + γ) - corresponding to general discrete
representations of Uq(sl(2)). The algebra of these objects is unknown to
date, and also we cannot expect the modification of the coefficients a(J)n (̟)
to be given by the simple replacement n → n + γ as in the above toy ex-
ample; rather it should follow from repeating the locality analysis of ref. [8]
in this more general situation. However, there is an important special case
where the solution is already known: When γf + γ + γi = γ = n̂
π
h
, we have
(SS)n+γ = (SS)n+n̂π/h ∼ (SS)n(ŜŜ)n̂ as is easily checked by comparing the
zero mode shifts. For this situation, the locality analysis was already per-
formed in ref. [8], and the result was precisely Eq. (12). Thus we are lead to
identify Eq. (12) with the expansion of the Liouville exponentials carrying
monodromies appropriate for matrix elements with
1
2
(̟f −̟i)− J = n + n̂π
h
. (79)
with n, n̂ arbitrary integers. Let us now analyze the three point matrix
element (17) in the general setting Eq. (79). There are two different points of
view that we can take, which essentially lead to the same result. According to
the discussion above, in the situation Eq. (79) where nontrivial monodromies
are involved, we should actually consider instead of Eq. (12) or (14) an
expansion of the form
exp [−Jeα−Φ]eff = δJe
∑
n
T (̟)
T (̟ + 2m)
gxJe,x+meg
x
Je,x+meV
(Je)
me V
(Je)
me (80)
where the n, n̂ sums extend a priori over arbitrary integers. The values of
the coupling constants outside the region n, n̂ ≥ 0 would then be determined
directly from locality and we would arrive at an effective representation of
the form Eq. (61) without performing a residue calculation. Of course, the
relative normalizations of regions not connected by the locality conditions or
reflection invariance cannot be fixed by this analysis. On the other hand, we
can take Eq. (12) as a starting point for a nonperturbative analysis in the
same way as we did for Eq. (1). We will briefly indicate how the calculation
is carried out in this more general setting.
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4.1 Residue calculation in the two screening case
The logic of the derivation goes exactly as in section 3.3. Instead of Eq.(40),
we introduce the projector
Py,yˆ :=
(
1
2π
)2∑
f̟1
|y, yˆ; f̟1〉〈y, yˆ; f̟1| (81)
formed from the eigenstates
|y, yˆ; f̟1〉 :=
∞∑
n,n̂=−∞
e−iyne−iyˆn̂(S0S0)
n(Ŝ0Ŝ0)
n̂|f̟1〉 (82)
with Ŝ as in Eq. (12). Starting from the expansion Eq. (12), all steps in
the above calculation can then be repeated, if we use that [S0, Ŝ0] = 0 (this
follows from [S, Ŝ] = 0, which was shown in ref. [8]). The residue sums
factorize into two expressions of the form Eq. (53) and Eq. (54), related by
the exchange h↔ ĥ ≡ π2/h. The restriction Eq. (47) is replaced by
2Je ∈ Z+ Zπ
h
(83)
and the screening numbers are subject to Eq. (11). We slightly changed the
notation J → Je to make it clear that 2J need not be integer any more, and
similarly we will write se instead of s. It will be convenient to decompose
Je = J + Ĵ
π
h
, se = s+ ŝ
π
h
(84)
with s, ŝ, 2J, 2Ĵ integer.19 The normalization constants I
(Je)
me (with m
e =
n+ n̂π
h
) in this more general situation have been computed in ref. [8] for n, n̂
positive (see appendix) and can immediately be continued to n or n̂ negative
using the argument given in the previous section.
The result can again be written in a form similar to Eq. (60), where
residue contributions are relevant. There is a factor 1
2
if only one of the spins
J, Ĵ is negative so that only one residue contribution is present, and a factor
1
4
in the case J < 0, Ĵ < 0 where there are two. The coupling constants are
now given by (cf. [14],[8])
g
xf
Je,xf+me
g¯
xf
Je,xf+me
= a
(Je)
n,n̂
(̟)|I(Je)me (̟)|2 (85)
19The same notation is used in refs. [14],[8].
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for J, Ĵ ≥ 0. If, say, J < 0 but Ĵ ≥ 0 one has to replace the factor ⌊−2J⌋n
⌊n⌋!
in a
(Je)
n,n̂
by − ⌊1+s⌋p−1
⌊p−1⌋!
just as below Eq. (60), and similarly for J ≥ 0, Ĵ < 0
and J < 0, Ĵ < 0. The calculation is well-defined everywhere except for the
regions
J ≥ 0, Ĵ ≥ 0, s ≥ 2J + 1 ∧ ŝ ≥ 2Ĵ + 1 ∨ s ≤ −1 ∧ ŝ ≤ −1
J < 0, Ĵ < 0, 2J + 1 ≤ s ≤ −1 ∧ 2Ĵ + 1 ≤ ŝ ≤ −1
J ≥ 0, Ĵ < 0, s ≤ −1 ∧ ŝ ≤ −1 ∨ s ≥ 2J + 1 ∧ ŝ ≥ 2Ĵ + 1
J < 0, Ĵ ≥ 0, s ≤ −1 ∧ ŝ ≤ −1 ∨ s ≥ 2J + 1 ∧ ŝ ≥ 2Ĵ + 1.
(86)
For these values of the parameters, poles of the normalizations I
(Je)
me occur.
However, the full three point function has poles only for
J ≥ 0, Ĵ < 0, s ≤ −1 ∧ ŝ ≤ 2Ĵ ∨ s ≥ 2J + 1 ∧ ŝ ≥ 0 (87)
and vice versa, while in the other cases, the singularities in |I(Je)me |2 are com-
pensated by a vanishing factor from the residue calculation or directly from
the coefficient a
(Je)
n,n̂
in Eq. (12), and the product is ill-defined. In these cases,
the correct result is obtained by taking a limit from continous Je;20 this will
be shown in the next paragraph. The parameter range Eq. (87) does not
couple to the other regions and can thus be suppressed consistently.
4.2 Reflection amplitude
Let us start from the trivial observation that the weight formula for the chiral
fields V (J
e)
m as well as the Liouville exponentials,
∆Je = −Je − h
π
Je(Je + 1) (88)
has two roots Je and Jer = −̟0 − Je. For the corresponding ground states
|̟Je〉 ≡ |̟0 + 2Je〉, the replacement
Je → Jer = −̟0 − Je (89)
20Recall that the gxJe,x+me , understood as coupling constants for the chiral algebra, are
not subject to the restriction Eq. (83) arising in our treatment of the nonchiral observables.
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amounts to ̟Je → −̟Je and therefore the reflection invariance ̟f →
−̟f , ̟i → −̟i of section 3.1 is generated by combining two such oper-
ations. As any primary conformal field is defined uniquely up to a zero mode
dependent normalization by its conformal weight and its zero mode shift m
[24], we have the identity21
V (J
e)
m = V
(Jer )
m (90)
for the normalized operators V (J
e)
m . On the other hand, the operation Eq.
(89), which implies
se ≡ s+ ŝπ
h
= Je +me → Jer +me = se − 2Je −̟0 (91)
always connects a point in Eq. (86) to a point where the residue calculation
is well-defined, and vice versa. Thus, for example, the primaries appearing
in the region J ≥ 0, Ĵ ≥ 0, s ≥ 2J + 1, ŝ ≥ 2Ĵ + 1 contained in Eq. (86)
are the same as those for J < 0, Ĵ < 0, s ≥ 0, ŝ ≥ 0. But in the latter
region, the analysis of ref. [8] tells us that locality fixes the gg¯ coefficients up
to the common similarity transformation T (̟) already discussed, and a Je -
dependent c-number normalization constant. This means that the coefficients
of the extension s ≥ 2J + 1, ŝ ≥ 2Ĵ + 1 of the J ≥ 0, Ĵ ≥ 0 exponentials
must agree up to a constant with those for J < 0, Ĵ < 0, s ≥ 0, ŝ ≥ 0 which
are known; similar remarks apply to the other cases. Invoking furthermore
reflection invariance as in Eq. (63), which connects pairwise subcases with
given J, Ĵ , one sees that there is only one Je - dependent constant that can
be introduced. Thus we arrive at the conclusion that
exp [−Jerα−Φ] = AR(Je) exp [−Jeα−Φ] (92)
for a suitable constant AR(J
e), which we will call reflection amplitude, in
the same sense as in ref. [6]. One may now verify by tedious explicit cal-
culations that Eq. (92) is fulfilled with the definition of the coefficients in
the region Eq. (86) by limit from continous Je as proposed above. However,
there is a much simpler argument allowing to determine the explicit value of
AR(J
e): Consider the joint reflection operation Jef → (Jef )r, Jei → (Jei )r , or
21A related reasoning was already used in ref. [7], where the symmetry of the braiding
and fusion matrices under the reflection (89) was observed.
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̟f → −̟f , ̟i → −̟i, which leaves the three point matrix element (17)
invariant. Its only effect on the three point function therefore comes from
the normalization factors Fi, Ff in Eq. (18) and the cosmological constant
dependence (cf. Eq. (69)), and we have
AR(J
e
f)AR(J
e
i ) =
〈exp [−(Jf )rα−Φ] exp [−Jrα−Φ] exp [−(Ji)rα−Φ]〉
〈exp [−Jfα−Φ] exp [−Jα−Φ] exp [−Jiα−Φ]〉 =
(µ2
π sin h
8h2
Γ2(1 + h/π))̟f−̟i
Ff(−̟f )Fi(−̟i)
Ff (̟f)Fi(̟i)
(93)
from which we read off, using the permutation symmetry of the three point
function and Eqs. (65),(24), that22
AR(J
e)
(µ2 π sinh
8h2
Γ2(1 + h
π
))−̟0−2Je
=
Ff(̟0 + 2J
e)
Ff (−̟0 − 2Je) =
Fi(−̟0 − 2Je)
Fi(̟0 + 2Je)
=
− ǫJe
Γ(2 + π
h
+ 2Je)Γ(2 + h
π
+ 2Ĵe)
Γ(−2Je − π
h
)Γ(−2Ĵe − h
π
)
(94)
The factor ǫJe is equal to 1 when J ≥ 0, Ĵ < 0 or vice versa, where the factors
1
2
arising from the residue contributions cancel; for J, Ĵ ≥ 0 or J, Ĵ < 0 it
takes the values 1
4
and 4, respectively. Eq. (94) agrees with the reflection
amplitude proposed in ref. [6]23; the comparison with the DOZZ conjecture
will be discussed in more detail in section 5. The equality of the reflection
amplitude to the ratio of the normalization factors Ff or Fi appearing in Eq.
(18) has an important consequence: It implies that the matrix element (17),
where Ff,i are divided out, is invariant not only under the joint reflection
̟f → −̟f , ̟i → −̟i considered in section 3.1, but under ̟f → −̟f and
̟i → −̟i separately. Consideration of the case ̟f = 0 or ̟i = 0 shows
that we have symmetric and not antisymmetric behaviour, and thus the sign
choice in Eq. (94) is correct. This leads us to identify the ground states with
opposite values of the zero mode:
|̟〉 ∼= | −̟〉 (95)
22up to a sign; we will show below that the choice in Eq. (94) is the right one.
23except for the factor ǫJe , cf. section 5.
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Such an identification is of course expected since the map from the Liouville
field to the free field is two to one, and the ground states |̟〉 and |−̟〉 have
the same conformal weight. However, as we have seen, its validity requires
rather nontrivial properties of the Liouville exponentials and therefore could
not yet be established in previous analyses. Our argument is based entirely
on the three point function, which however should be sufficient in a conformal
theory [30]24
At this point, a general remark about the extensions Eq. (86) is in order.
While Eq. (92) is valid only when the latter are taken into account, we
know that, for instance, the unextended exponentials with J ≥ 0, Ĵ ≥ 0 are
perfectly consistent with locality as they are degenerate fields. It is thus the
full realization of reflection invariance which requires the extensions. A very
similar remark applies to the (two-screened) exponentials with Ĵ = 0 (or
J = 0), which naively reduce to the single-screening expression Eq. (1) but,
according to Eq. (86), actually retain summations with nonzero n̂ (or n).25
Summarizing, we conclude that the expansion Eq. (14) should be ex-
tended to the regions Eq. (86) without Eq. (87) by taking limits from con-
tinous Je or making use of Eq. (92), and this defines the summation ranges
in Eq. (80). According to the remark above Eq. (85), we have δJe = 1 for
J ≥ 0, Ĵ ≥ 0 , δJe = 14 for J < 0, Ĵ < 0, and δJe = 12 otherwise.
We close this section with a remark on the question of the SL(2) invariant
vacuum mentioned in the footnote on Eq. (18). The prescription (18) appears
to break reflection invariance by its preference of the ϑ1 representation with
respect to the vacuum |̟0〉. On the other hand, the above extensions of the
Liouville sums of Eq. (12) tell us that even in the case Ĵ = 0, the shifts
me = −Je and me = −Jer always appear together in any given exponential.
The corresponding operators have the same z → 0 behaviour on the vacuum
|̟0〉, and thus actually two highest weight states |̟f〉, |−̟f〉 and |̟i〉, |−̟i〉
are created instead of just one as supposed in Eq. (18). It is easy to check
that their coefficients are equal, so that no breaking of reflection invariance
24Actually there is the subtle matter of factorization for the Liouville four point function
[18][9]; however, here by definition there is no such problem because we factorize over
elliptic states - cf. section 6.
25Actually, it is slightly more appropriate to speak of n, n̂ rather than s, ŝ in Eq. (86)
as these values are not related to residue calculations but should be included in the initial
sum Eq. (14); however, thinking in terms of effective representations of the form Eq. (80),
the difference is of little relevance.
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actually occurs! As the two highest weight states can be identified according
to Eq. (95), the net effect of the ”forgotten” contribution for the three point
function is just a global factor of 2 independent of all spins. Moreover, one
can verify that using the reflected left and right vacua | ∓ ̟0〉 instead of
|±̟0〉 leads to the same result, as a consequence of the reflection symmetry
of the exponentials. This can be taken as a hint that, although there does
not truly exist an SL(2) - invariant vacuum in the Hilbert space because on
each of the candidate vacua | ± ̟0〉 one of the free fields becomes singular
[21], the physical observables may be shielded from this problem by reflection
invariance and behave as if both vacua | ±̟0〉 were truly SL(2) - invariant
26. We hope to discuss this question in greater detail elsewhere.
5 Comparison with DOZZ
We are now in a position to compare our results with the DOZZ conjecture.
Our discussion will be brief since a detailed comparison between the coupling
constants gxJ,x+mg¯
x
J,x+m describing the three point function and the DOZZ
result has been carried out in ref. [15]. The DOZZ result in the form of ref.
[6] reads
〈exp [−Jfα−Φ] exp [−Jα−Φ] exp [−Jiα−Φ]〉µ2 =
[
πµγ(b2)b2−2b
2
](Q−∑3
k=1
αk)/b
× Υ0Υ(2α1)Υ(2α2)Υ(2α3)
Υ(α1 + α2 + α3 −Q)Υ(α1 + α2 − α3)Υ(α2 + α3 − α1)Υ(α3 + α1 − α2)
(96)
Here, we have
b =
√
h
π
, αk = −bJk, Q = b+ 1
b
= b̟0 (97)
The symbol Υ denotes a new special function for which integral representa-
tions were given in [28][6]. It fulfills the functional relations
Υ(x+ b) = γ(bx)b1−2bxΥ(x)
Υ(x+ 1/b) = γ(x/b)b2x/b−1Υ(x) (98)
26This would fit in well with the ideas in [32] where it is proposed to formulate the theory
on states corresponding to Kac’s zeroes in terms of Verma rather than Fock modules.
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with γ(x) := Γ(x)
Γ(1−x)
, as well as
Υ(x) = Υ(Q− x), Υ(Q/2) = 1. (99)
Finally, Υ0 =
dΥ(x)
dx
∣∣∣
x=0
. The Υ function, and thus the formula Eq. (96),
is explicitly symmetric in α+ and α−, or h and ĥ =
π2
h
, and thus supports
our interpretation of the symmetric expansion Eq. (12) as a different rep-
resentation of the Liouville exponential rather than a new observable. The
recursion relations Eq. (98) were shown in ref. [16] to follow from crossing
symmetry, as mentioned at the end of section 3. The pole and zero structure
of the expression (96) is determined in terms of the zeroes of the function
Υ(x), which lie at
x = −b(n + n̂π
h
) (100)
with n, n̂ both nonnegative or both negative. Let us consider Eq. (96)
as a function of the screening charge se = ̟0 +
∑
k J
e
k = −1b (
∑
k αk − Q).
For greater simplicity of comparison, we consider generic continous values
of Jef , J
e
i (subject to condition (11)) though we can be sure of the validity
of relations (18) only if Jf , Ji also fulfill Eq. (83).
27 Then the position of
poles and zeroes in Eq. (96) as a function of se does not depend on Jf , Ji; as
mentioned in the introduction, Eq. (96) exhibits poles in se at
s ≥ 0, ŝ ≥ 0 ∨ s < 0, ŝ < 0 ∨ s ≤ 2J, ŝ ≤ 2Ĵ ∨ s ≥ 2J+1, ŝ ≥ 2Ĵ +1 (101)
due to the factors Υ(
∑
k αk−Q) ≡ Υ(−bs) and Υ(α3+α1−α2) ≡ Υ(−b(2J−
s)) in the denominator, which however may be (partially) compensated by
a vanishing factor Υ(2α2) in the numerator when J ≥ 0, Ĵ ≥ 0 or J <
0, Ĵ < 0. In these cases, according to ref. [15] one should define the ratios
Υ(2α2)/Υ(
∑
k αk − Q) and Υ(2α2)/Υ(α3 + α1 − α2) for s ≥ 0, ŝ ≥ 0 or
s < 0, ŝ < 0 and s ≤ 2J, ŝ ≤ 2Ĵ or s ≥ 2J + 1, ŝ ≥ 2Ĵ + 1, respectively, by
formal cancellation of the singular factors Υ(0) remaining in numerator and
denominator after using the recurrence relations. Now our result Eq. (66),
on the other hand, is finite at all of the points Eq. (101). The difference is
due to the fact that, as remarked below Eq. (41), we have been working with
a discrete zero mode scalar product. We should thus compare Eq. (69) with
the residues of the DOZZ three point function at these poles, which fulfill the
27Recall that our result for the matrix element (17) is truly valid for continous ̟f , ̟i.
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same crossing symmetry recursion relations as for the nonsingular points. In
doing this, we employed a very useful observation made in ref. [15]; there
it is shown that expression (96) is the interpolating function extending the
coupling constants in Eq. (60) to continous spins. More precisely, the DOZZ
three point function is a meromorphic function whose residues at the poles in
se agree with the values of the coupling constants gg¯. We thus find that at the
above points, Eqs. (66) and (96) agree up to an overall constant independent
of all the spins, except for the factors 1
2
, 1
4
arising from the Cauchy principal
value prescription for the residue contributions. This seems to imply that
for the continous spectrum theory, the iǫ prescription for the treatment of
the z - poles Eq. (51) is favoured, which leads to a unit normalization of
the exponentials with J < 0 and/or Ĵ < 0. Consequently, the leading order
operator product, which was used to determine the latter, should also differ
by a factor of two resp. four from the one in the continous theory, in the
relevant cases. This may seem surprising, but we must keep in mind that the
system of intermediate states defining the operator product is rather different
in the two theories. In fact, as suggested in [18] [9] and supported by the
analysis of [6], in the continous theory the system of intermediate states
should actually be parametrized by continous imaginary values of ̟, the
socalled hyperbolic states (corresponding to complex spins J = −̟0/2+ ip),
while in our analysis we have discrete real values of ̟. The reason why the
discrepancy consists just in a constant factor depending only on the sign of
J, Ĵ is that the crossing symmetry relations obtained from the null vector
decoupling equations are the same for the continous and the discrete theory,
and thus allow for a change of normalization in the latter only when traversing
the points J = 0 resp. Ĵ = 0 where they become ill-defined.
It remains to analyze the points
J ≥ 0, Ĵ ≥ 0, 0 ≤ s ≤ 2J ∧ (ŝ ≥ 2Ĵ + 1 ∨ ŝ ≤ −1) and h↔ ĥ
J < 0, Ĵ < 0, 2J + 1 ≤ s ≤ −1 ∧ (ŝ ≤ 2Ĵ ∨ ŝ ≥ 0) and h↔ ĥ
J ≥ 0, Ĵ < 0, s ≥ 2J + 1 ∧ ŝ ≤ 2Ĵ ∨ s ≤ −1 ∧ ŝ ≥ 0
∨ 0 ≤ s ≤ 2J ∧ 2Ĵ + 1 ≤ ŝ ≤ −1
and h↔ ĥ (102)
where the DOZZ formula predicts finite nonvanishing values. The cases with
J ≥ 0, Ĵ ≥ 0 and J < 0, Ĵ < 0 are connected by the reflection operation, and
the same applies to the cases with J ≥ 0, Ĵ < 0 and J < 0, Ĵ ≥ 0. Looking
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at Eqs. (57), (54) or their ”hatted” counterparts, we see that in these cases
one of the residue sums R0 +R1, R̂0 + R̂1 vanishes while the normalizations
I
(Je)
me (̟) are finite, so that our three point function vanishes. This is perfectly
consistent with the structure of the chiral coupling constants gxJ,x+m, g¯
x
J,x+m in
this region [27]. Thus, the discrete theory constructed here lives only on the
poles of the DOZZ three point function. The above Liouville exponentials
should be viewed as the direct generalization of those for 2J positive integer
considered in the older works [11], where the spectrum was also assumed to
be discrete. However, the resulting conformal field theory is obviously a trun-
cation of the full Liouville theory which has a continous spectrum. To derive
the nonvanishing finite values of the DOZZ three point function at the points
Eq. (102) from our approach, we thus would need a regularization prescrip-
tion to balance the infinite zero mode volume against the vanishing of the
residue sum; this is the well-known problem of coupling constant renormal-
ization, which appears in a different guise also in the Goulian/Li approach
[1][2][3]. At present, we cannot derive the proper regularization procedure
from first principles. This is because any systematic regularization of the
zero mode integration seems to require going away at least infinitesimally
from the integer screening points Eq. (11). We would then need expansions
of the Liouville exponentials with a general continous monodromy, which,
as explained in section 4, is a nontrivial problem. However, it is of course
possible to formally reproduce the DOZZ three point function at the above
points as well in the operator approach. Indeed, the main technical ingredi-
ents of the latter are the algebra of the chiral operators V (J)m and the locality
condition. We could therefore start with an ansatz of the form Eq. (80)
and try to determine the coefficients such that locality is fulfilled in the re-
gion Eq. (102). The solution is easy to obtain by a formal renormalization
of the coefficients gxJ,x+mg
x
J,x+m above. Indeed, the expressions R0, R1 (and
their hatted counterparts) where the zeroes occur, are given by finite prod-
ucts with one vanishing factor. Taking out this factor produces a solution of
the crossing symmetry conditions as written in ref. [16]28, and one obtains
agreement with DOZZ again. From this point of view, the problem becomes
a matter of imposing boundary conditions on the solutions of the locality, or
crossing symmetry, conditions; in other words, we need to decide on which
28This is not very surprising as the crossing symmetry conditions involve only ratios of
coefficients.
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set of points the solution should be vanishing resp. finite. We would like to
comment here on an older result by Gervais for the three point function of
minimal matter coupled to gravity [7]. There dressing operators were intro-
duced which are local and have the correct conformal dimension, but looked
very different from the Liouville exponentials that were expected to play this
role, and so their meaning was not obvious. In particular, they are not sin-
glets under the quantum group29. From the present analysis, it is now clear
that they should be viewed as effective representations of the Liouville expo-
nentials for the infinite volume case, at integer ”off-shell” values of the spins
away from the poles of the DOZZ three point function; in other words, they
correspond to a restriction of Eq. (80) with renormalized coupling constants
to a subset of Eq. (102). Explicitly, the local operators of [7] can be written
as the fusion of a standard exponential of the form Eq. (1) with screening
charge α+ and 2Ĵ positive integer, and a new local field involving α−, or vice
versa. The latter can be written in the form
exp [−Jα−Φ˘] = CJ
−1∑
n=2J+1
T (̟)
T (̟ + 2m)
g˘xJ,x+mg˘
x
J,x+mV
(J)
m V
(J)
m (103)
with 2J a negative integer, and n = J +m. We see therefore that we are in
the situation J < 0, Ĵ ≥ 0, 2J + 1 ≤ s ≤ −1 ∧ 0 ≤ ŝ ≤ 2Ĵ contained in Eq.
(102).
Moreover, one can show easily that the coefficients g˘xJ,x+mg˘
x
J,x+m as given
in ref. [7] agree precisely with the renormalized coupling constants defined
above. Thus we can identify
exp [−Jα−Φ˘] ≡ exp [−Jα−Φ]ren (104)
as claimed, and similarly for the fusion with e−Ĵα+Φ. We note that the
renormalized exponentials are to be treated using the finite volume zero mode
scalar product, as the infinite volume already went into the renormalization
of the coupling constants.
29Already classically, the invariance under A → A + c, B → B + c (cf. Eq. (20) ) is
broken.
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6 Conclusions/Outlook
Two main lessons are to be learnt from the above analysis: First, there is
a consistent truncation of Liouville theory that involves integer powers of
screenings, or highest/lowest weight representations of Uq(sl(2)), only. It is
for this truncated theory that the expansions of ref. [8] can immediately be
used; however, their evaluation turned out to be rather delicate and required
a nonperturbative definition of the infinite chiral decompositions representing
the observables. The main principles ensuring that this problem has a well-
defined solution were seen to be locality and reflection invariance; the latter
leads to a symmetric presence of highest and lowest weight representations,
or both of the two equivalent free fields. The general message from this is
that while Coulomb gas type representations similar to the ones familiar from
rational conformal field theories continue to work for the chiral operator alge-
bra in the present irrational theory, the appearance of an infinite number of
primaries in the nonchiral observables leads to new nonperturbative effects
which break charge conservation. Within the family of discrete spectrum
truncations of Liouville theory discussed here, this breaking is not arbitrary
but can be parametrized in terms of negative screening powers. Remark-
ably, the Gervais-Neveu quantization scheme provides us from the beginning
with the appropriate technical machinery to describe the resulting general-
ized Coulomb gas picture and gives an explicit operator representation of
positive and negative screenings on the same footing; this should, in partic-
ular, make further progress possible for N ≥ 4 point functions by exploiting
the conformal and group-theoretic properties of this representation.
Second, in order to obtain the three point function in the most general
situation, according to the principle of monodromy invariance one has to
study the algebra of arbitrary powers of screenings, or general discrete rep-
resentations of Uq(sl(2)). Technically, what is required for the general case is
an extension of the q − 6j symbols to noninteger screening numbers in such
a way that the polynomial equations of Moore and Seiberg [33] remain valid,
together with a Coulomb gas picture for arbitrary screening powers along
the lines of [17]. The final result should be a decomposition formula for the
Liouville exponentials in terms of arbitrary representations. This would be
very important in particular in order to resolve the problem of a rigorous
treatment of the zero mode integration in the continous spectrum case, and
to address the issue of factorization. Indeed, from general arguments [9][18]
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one expects the four point function to factorize over hyperbolic states - cor-
responding to imaginary ̟ - and this is supported by the analysis of [6]. On
the other hand, in the present analysis we have factorized over elliptic states
(̟ real) by means of the coherent state projector. It may well be that this
is truly consistent only in the truncated theory; in any case, the meaning of
the poles contributing to our residue integral needs to be better understood.
Finally, the issue of the Seiberg bound still awaits its resolution; neither in
the DOZZ analysis nor in the present one has it been seen to play any sig-
nificant role so far. However, it may surface once we analyze the operator
product of the Liouville exponentials - cf. the remark in section 3.4 - which is
expected to have a rather nontrivial structure in the general case. We leave
these interesting questions to further studies.
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7 Appendix
Here we give the explicit formulae for the normalizations I(J)m (̟) which were
derived in ref. [8]. In the case m = n− J , n = 0, 1, 2, ..., we have
I(J)m (̟) = (2πΓ(1 +
h
π
))neihn(̟−J+m)
×
n∏
l=1
Γ(1 + (2J − l + 1)h/π)
Γ(1 + lh/π)Γ(1− (̟ + 2m− l)h/π)Γ(1 + (̟ + l)h/π) (105)
for any continous value of J . For n < 0, Eq. (105) is still valid if we define as
usual
∏−|n|
l=1 f(l) := 1/
∏|n|
l=1 f(l − |n|). If both screening charges are present,
so that m = −J + n + n̂π/h, one obtains
I
(JĴ)
mm̂
(̟) = I
(Je)
m◦ (̟ + 2n̂
π
h
)Î
(Ĵe)
m̂◦
(̟̂+ 2nh
π
)(i
π
h
)2nn̂×
n,n̂∏
l,lˆ=1
{(l+ lˆ π
h
)(̟+2m+2m̂
π
h
− l− lˆ π
h
)(̟+ l+ lˆ
π
h
)(2Je− (l−1)− (lˆ−1)π
h
)}−1
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×
2n̂∏
lˆ=1
n∏
l=1
(lˆ + (̟ + l)
h
π
)
2n∏
l=1
n̂∏
lˆ=1
(l + (̟̂+ lˆ)π
h
) (106)
for nonnegative n, n̂. The continuation to negative n or n̂ works in the same
way as for Eq. (105).
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